Abstruct-Motivated by signal processing, we present a new class of channel codes, called signal codes, for continuous-alphabet channels. We analyze the codes and provide simulation results indicating that these codes can be practical and are attractive alternative to trellis-code techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
N this paper we present "signal codes", a new approach to 'channel coding for power-limited, continuous-alphabet channels such as the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.
The common approach to signaling for reliable communication over continuous-alphabet channels is based on incorporating coding and modulation, as in trellis coding, to generate points (codewords) in the signal space that belong to a subset (codebook) of the set of all possible modulated values. From a geometric point of view, the transmitted codewords can be considered as lattice points of some high dimensional lattice. In many cases these coding and modulation techniques are based on finite-alphabet codes, so that the set of codewords, or the lattice they form, is a sublattice of a denser lattice, with the additional satisfied by the finite-alphabet codewords.
The approach suggested in this paper is somewhat different. We begin with an uncoded signal whose values are drawn from a conventional P M Q A M constellation. The uncoded signal then passes via a properly chosen linear filter that improves the distance spectrum between the different possible signals. In the signal space, the filtered signal points lie on a lattice. To preserve power, the filtered signal points are projected into a constrained volume that can be a hypercube whose amplitude equals that of the uncoded signal, or better, a volume that approximates a "sphere" whose radius is such that the power does not increase. The projection is essentially done known pre-coding algorithms. The filtered pre-coded signals are the codewords of our proposed signal codes.
Linear filtering has been employed in the context of coding for Partial Response Signaling (PRS). However, the purpose of PRS is shaping or narrowing the power spectrum of the transmitted signal without affecting much the error probability. Our signal codes use linear filtering for the opposite purpose: to improve the error probability without changing the power spectrum of the signal. Signal codes utilize pre-coding, that was previously suggested for equalization purposes, i.e., to cancel the effect of inter-' Texas Instruments, Herzliya, Israel.
* Department of Electrical Engineering -Systems, Tel-Aviv University. Email: meir@eng.tau.ac.il symbol-interference (ISI) in the channel. In our case we essentially introduce a purposely-induced IS1 to generate coding gain, and use pre-coding to preserve or to shape the input to the desired power.
Decoding of the signal codes can be done by Maximum Likelihood Sequence Detector (MLSD) equalization algorithm. However this algorithm is exponential in the number of states. Altematively, a sequential algorithm can be used, which, as expected, can work as long as the rate is below the cut-off rate. We present an error analysis and simulation results for the AWGN channel, showing that moderate complexity signal codes can indeed operate reliably up to channel's cut-off rate, which makes it a viable alternative to existing trellis coding methods.
n. SIGNAL CODES
The motivation for signal codes comes from considering the effect of linear filtering on the minimum distance of a QAM symbol sequence. Let a(n) be a random sequence of i.i.d. QAM symbols whose real and imaginary parts are odd integers. Suppose that a(n) passes via a monic causal filter with transfer function F(z) to generate:
Denote by d," and d," the minimum distances of the sequences a(n) and x(n), respectively. Obviously, d,' is simply the minimum distance of the input constellation which is d2=2'=4. The following claim can be easily proved:
Claim:
The Claim shows that monic linear filtering always improves the minimum distance of an uncoded QAM sequence, but never enough to justify the power increase due to the filtering operation. The filtering operation (1) is equivalent to multiplying the data by a Toeplitz matrix F,=f(ij), neglecting initial conditions. As illustrated in Figure la , this multiplication transforms the data sequence from a point on a Cartesian lattice corresponding to the uncoded signal to a point on a "filtered lattice". On the other hand, the multiplication by F transform the (-bfM)N hypercube that contains all the possible N-dimensional input vectors into a less power-efficient Ndimensional polygon, and thus increases the signal power.
Since F(z) is monk and minimum phase then F is lower diagonal with an all-ones diagonal. Thus, F is a volume preserving transformation (its determinant is 1). Hence, the hypercube that contains the uncoded QAM sequence contains essentially the same number of filtered lattice points. We will show that by using Tomlinson-Harashima precoding, the input uncoded signal points can be into the filtered lattice points that reside within the input's hypercube, thus improving the minimum distance without essentially increasing power. Moreover, mapping the data into the filtered lattice points that reside within more power-efficient shapes can actually decrease the signal power. The optimal shape is hyper-sphere that allows improving the signal's power by up to 1.53 dB [7] , in addition to improving its minimum distance. 
where k(n) is a sequence of complex integers. The codeword x(n) is than generated by:
where Obviously, this approach maps the data into the set of filtered sequences within the (-h,fM)N hypercube. We recognize (2)- (4) as essentially a Tomlinson-Harashima pre-coder [SI,
attempting to pre-equalize a phantom linear channel F'(z). It is well known that besides some special cases (including for example the case of a nearly ideal F(z)), the output of a Tomlinson-Harashima pre-coder is a spectrally white sequence uniformly distributed over [-M,M). Thus, the power of x(n) is almost the same as the uncoded signal power, albeit higher by a factor of M2/(Mz-1) which is negligible for large
M.
The signal encoder (2)- (4) also resembles commonly used random number generation algorithms. In accordance with Shannon's random coding point of view, signal encoding can be regarded as a transformation of the input data into a pseudo-random sequence.
Signal coding can be seamlessly combined with channel pre-equalization, by designing the encoder's filter so that its convolution with the channel impulse response will be a desired IS1 pattern. Encoder (2)- (4) requires that the encoder's filter is minimum phase, and this in tum requires that the channel is minimum phase. Therefore, as in the case of conventional pre-coding, the transmitter or the receiver should employ an all-pass filter that converts the channel into a minimum phase equivalent system. This all-pass filter can be inserted at the output of the Signal encoder without changing the transmitted signal power or spectrum.
So far, we presented the scheme that maps the data to the filtered lattice points within a hypercube. A better power efficiency can be obtained by choosing the sequence k(n) that minimizes the coded sequence power, c l x ( n ) 1 '
. The problem of finding the minimum power k(n) sequence is equivalent to Maximum-Likelihood decoding of a signal code in the presence of additive Gaussian noise. As discussed below, this is computationally complex. It tums out, however, that simple sub-optimal, reduced complexity algorithms achieves shaping gain of 1.1-1.3 dB out of the theoretically attainable 1.53 dB.
ERROR ANALYSIS
In this section we analyze the error probability attainable when using signal codes over an ideal AWGN channel whose output is
333 where x(n) is the codeword sequence, and w(n) is a zero-mean white Gaussian sequence with power NO. The analysis is also applicable to the case of a non-ideal linear channel, which is pre-equalized by the signal coder. Suppose that an optimal Maximum Likelihood (h4L) decoder is used. Denote by EER (Event Error Rate) the probability that a decoding error starts at a given symbol. The EER can be bounded from above by the union bound:
where the summation in ( The union bounds (6),(7) require summation over a "practically infinite" number of error events. At high SNR, the Gaussian erfc decays rapidly as d increases, and so (6),(7) can be approximated by taking into account only the error events whose distances fall near d, , :. However, when the S N R is so low that the channel's cutoff rate becomes lower than the encoder's rate, the Gaussian erfc does not decay fast enough and the union bounds (6),(7) become meaningless.
The calculation of the performance bounds (6),(7) requires extracting all error events, or at least all the low distance errors whose distances fall near the minimum distance of the code. For that purpose, we employed Aulin's distance spectrum analysis algorithm [4] that finds all the error sequences whose distance is below a given dsEmc$ and whose length is smaller than N S E~~H symbols. This algorithm develops a tree of all possible error sequences, and prunes tree branches as soon as it can identify that all the error events on them will have distances above dsEARCH2.
Example -a two taps filter: 
Iv. HIGH GAIN FILTER PATTERNS
under a power constraint, are achieved when all the zeros of the system's z-transform are on the unit circle of the z-plane. Motivated by these results, we have performed distance spectrum analysis for filter patterns that have deep spectral nulls, focusing on system of the form F(z) = (I-zo z-')~, (0< lzol < I ) that have L zeros at z=zo. Table I shows the analysis results. The second column of the table shows the distances and the number of erred symbols (in parentheses) of the minimum distance error events. The third column shows dsEmcH2 defined above, where throughout the analysis N S E~C H = 1000. The last column shows the SNR in which an event error rate of is expected by (6) with a 64-QAM input, where the SNR is defines as 1010gl~(E(lx(2)/No). We note that all the error events whose distances are below dsEmcH2 were taken into account in the calculation of (6) .
Looking at the first and second rows of Table I , we observe that even a short filter with only L=2 zeros, can achieve considerable coding gain of over 5 dB compared to an uncoded 64-QAM signal which requires an S N R of 27.2 dB in order to achieve EER=10-6. The analysis algorithm further shows that the signal codes in rows 3-5 are capable of achieving EER=10-6 at S N R levels of 20.6 dB, 20 dB and 18.7 dB, respectively. In these low SNR levels the transmitted data rate exceeds the cutoff rate of the channel -a region in which the union bound cannot be trusted. This implies that these signal codes will at least be able to meet the cutoff rate of the channel. Error analysis beyond the cutoff rate is left for further research. We note that the coding gain grows as the spectral null of the encoder's filter becomes deeper (i.e. as lzol or L grow). We also note that the coding gain seems to be dominated by the minimum-distance error event, while the error events that were found by the analysis algorithm degraded the coding gain by up to 1 dB. Finally, we note that Aulin's distance spectrum algorithm is required to test a very high number of error sequences as dsEmcH2 grows (e.g. 500 billion sequences in the case of the 4" row of Table I ).
v. COMPUTATIONALLY EFFICIENT DECODERS
In this section we present a numerical study of the distance spectra of a class of signal codes, which includes codes that can operate reliably in an AWGN channel at or above its cutoff rate. In previous work e.g., [l] it was observed that the best (and worst) linear channels in terms of optimizing dmin Straight-forward optimal maximum likelihood decoding for signal codes is computationally complex mostly since the effective extended constellation of b(n) can be very large. In this section we develop approximated maximum likelihood decoders, and provide simulation results for their performance.
Let the transmitted codeword be x(n) of (3.2), and consider the channel (5). The optimal ML, decoder should maximize where b,(n) is the encoder state sequence that corresponds to a, and where additive and scaling constants were ignored. We propose a simpler, quasi-maximum likelihood sequence decoding (QMLSD) approach. We refer to the b(n) s as free . It should be noted that all these reduced complexity algorithms suffer from increased error rates due to Correct Path Loss (CPL) events in which the true trellis path is excluded from the "short list" of paths that the algorithms maintain. These events are characterized by long (sometimes very long) error bursts. Signal codes encoding and decoding MATLAB programs are available at www.eng.tau.ac.il/-meir. Figure 3 shows the error event rate versus the SNR using a sequential T-algorithm. The signal code rate is 6 bits per symbol. The filter pattern has three zeros at z0=-O.95dd8, and is taken from Table I . The sequential T-algorithm sorts the states and maintains only the states whose metrics are within a distance T from the best metric in the list. The algorithm identifies error bursts, and than goes back in time and reprocess the potentially erred signal segment with a higher T and a higher list size (which allows reducing the CPL probability). We note that all the observed error events were CPL events that are characterized by catastrophic error bursts. We believe that such error events can be automatically identified from the behavior of the decoder (e.g. the list size grows to its maximum for a long period), and in any case a small number of parity bits can guarantee that almost all such events are identified.
The numbers in "( )" are the average number of paths per symbols and the list size. The vertical lines are at SNR of 18 dB, the SNR at which the Shannon capacity for the AWGN is 6 bits/symbol, at 1.53 dB higher which is the SNR associated with an AWGN with uniform input whose mutual information is 6 bitshymbol, and another line at 1.68 dB higher, indicating the S N R for which the cutoff rate of the AWGN is 6 bitdsymbol.
We see that error event probability of l o 6 is attained with reasonable complexity at 21.5 dB SNR, i.e., 0.3 dB above the cut-off rate and 5.7 dB better than the uncoded case. For SNR of 21 dB, which is 0.2 dB below cut-off, we have dramatically increased the maximum list size, and yet the algorithm was not able to reach error event probability below l O-5.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented in this paper signal codes, a new coding approach based on projecting the conventional PAWQAh4 signal points into filtered lattices that have better distance spectra. Signal coding combines coding with pre-equalization and signal shaping. Error analysis and simulation results indicate that low complexity schemes based on signal codes can attain the cutoff rate of the AWGN channel.
Comparing the performance of signal codes with commonly used Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) techniques, see [7] , we observe the signal codes outperform TCM of similar computational complexity by more than 1 dB in terms of EER performance. The cost for this is that the reduced complexity decoders for signal codes we examined suffer from long error bursts and from randomly varying computational burden. Actually, the performance and the characteristics of signal codes schemes we tested are similar to that of long constraints TCM of [9] which also employ sequential decoders.
The schemes presented here, based on signal codes, are outperformed by, e.g., Turbo-code techniques, that can approach capacity. Turbo-codes, however, require long delay in order to reliably operate beyond the cutoff rate of the channel. While this is left for fiuther research, we believe that a signal coding approach based on interleaved encoding, and iterated decoding can lead to similar improved performance.
